For immediate release

“FOURZA” – Mobile Charging with Style
Perfect solution to dock and charge multiple mobile devices

HONG KONG, 5 July 2016
Thermal Solutions specialist GELID Solutions unveils the FOURZA – a contemporary USB docking
station which supports smart charging of multiple mobile devices.
The FOURZA features 4 large slots to dock multiple mobile devices and has a set of thin-layer rubber
inserts to fix your devices in the slots and to prevent slip-off. You can dock different devices of varying
size and types: iPhone™, iPad™, or Android™ device equipped with a standard protective case,
military grade rugged type case and extended battery case up to a maximum thickness of 15 mm. All
the slots are crafted to position your device in an ergonomic angle, so you can enjoy favorite movies
or online shows and check messages while your phone or tablet is charging. The Smart IC, a core
part of FOURZA Charger Unit, auto-negotiates the best charging current and ensures the most
efficient charging cycle to save your gadget’s battery life. It also supports auto power cut-off for
compatible devices. The FOURZA is designed to support the latest USB charging standards. It
provides 4 USB power ports with a current output of 2.4A max per port and a total power output of
48W max. The FOURZA also provides a port-specific protection system for the safety of your device,
which includes surge protection, short-circuit protection and over-temperature protection. And
especially, the FOURZA is backed with a power efficiency of 87% and high-grade component circuitry
to ensure the best quality you can get and all materials used on FOURZA are eco-friendly.
The FOURZA conforms to FCC, CE-LVD, CE-EMC, DOE VI and carries a 2-year warranty.
“When you have a bunch of mobile devices which you should use all together and day-to-day in office
or at home, it’s often a nightmare to charge those phones and tablets quickly, keep them in a good
order. The FOURZA is a perfect solution to do it right and charge your devices with ease and style”,
said Gebhard Scherrer, Sales Director of GELID Solutions Ltd.
The FOURZA is available now and has a MSRP of USD 40 or Euro 39.90.
If you are interested in reviewing this product, please email your inquiry.
For further product information, please visit www.fourza.co
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About GELID Solutions Ltd
GELID Solutions Ltd. is a Hong Kong based company with Swiss Management. GELID designs and
manufactures thermal solutions, CPU & VGA coolers, fans, charger and other computer hardware for
gamers and silent enthusiasts.
www.gelidsolutions.com

